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1

INTRODUCTION

Kennady Diamonds Inc. (KDI) is currently exploring for diamondiferous kimberlites in the Kennady North
area located in the Northwest Territories approximately 280 kilometers (km) east–northeast of
Yellowknife (Figure 1). The KDI property consists of 20 mineral leases and 58 mineral claims, totaling
165,942.78 acres or 67,154.66 hectares (ha). Activities on the site are regulated by a Class A Land Use
Permit (MV2013C0023) and a Type B Water Licence (MV2013L2-0005), as issued by the Mackenzie Valley
Land and Water Board (MVLWB).
The Kennady North Project (the Project) currently operates from two base camps, at Bob Lake and Kelvin
Lake (Figures 1 and 2), which support exploration activities such as geophysical surveys, geochemical
surveys, drilling, and trenching. Currently, the Project site hosts 50 to 150 people, operates 10 months
of the year, and is accessible by air and seasonal ice road. Drilling, the main activity at the site to date,
has consisted of small diameter core drilling (100 to 250 holes per year [/yr]) as well as large diameter
reverse circulation (RC) drilling in the order of 1,200 tonnes/yr bulk samples. Drilling samples are sorted
and sent offsite for analysis.
With the exploration work completed in 2015/16, KDI was able to exceed its expectations of additional
bulk sampling on the Kelvin kimberlite, recovering approximately 1,000 tonnes of kimberlite material
and recovering approximately 2,000 carats of diamonds for valuation. The samples retrieved during
2015/16 will help KDI establish an initial mineral resource estimate for the Kelvin kimberlite and
undertake a Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA). The PEA, being preliminary in nature, provides an
initial examination of the economics, technical feasibility, and environmental impact of a possible mining
scenario to determine viability of continued exploration. Conducting a PEA is an important step on the
path to the development of a resource, however, taken alone a PEA is not sufficient to make a decision
to propose mining. While KDI knows that there are diamonds in the area and has an understanding of
the size, shape, grade, and location of the diamond-bearing rocks known as kimberlite at the Project,
further exploration will need to be undertaken to provide additional confidence in the economic viability
and technical aspects of building a mine.
At this stage, KDI is proposing advanced exploration activities in order to obtain the information
necessary to complete a Feasibility Study for the Kennady North Project. The purpose of a Feasibility
Study is to reclassify certain mineral resources as mineral reserves (the economically mineable part of a
mineral resource) by examining all of the technical, economic, environmental, and social implications to
mining; the Feasibility Study will guide the decision-making process on whether or not the construction
of a mine is a viable option. Establishing and increasing the quantity and confidence level of the mineral
resource to a level that supports a successful Feasibility Study requires the additional work proposed in
this application.
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Figure 1:

Regional Location of Kennady North Exploration Project
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Figure 2:

Location of Camps and Kimberlites for Kennady North Exploration Project
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In this Project Description, KDI summarizes the key information related to current operations, and
provides a description and rationale of the proposed advanced exploration activities and associated
permitting needs. Note that because of the change in the scope of activities, it is likely that KDI will apply
for a new Class A land use permit that will encompass and augment the activities authorized in KDI’s
current Class A Land Use Permit MV2013C0023. Since changes can be made to the scope of water
licences, KDI will apply for an amendment to its existing Type B Water Licence (MV2013L2-0005).

2

LOCATION & ACCESS

The Kennady North Project is located north of the East Arm of Great Slave Lake and approximately
280 km east—northeast of Yellowknife (Figure 1). The KDI property is about 25 km north of the tree line,
and adjacent to the north, south and west of the Gahcho Kué Diamond Mine. There is no permanent
road access into the area; access is currently via ski or float equipped aircraft. Winter airstrip
construction and maintenance has made it possible to accommodate larger aircraft (e.g., C-130J Super
Hercules, Dash-7). Logistical support, labour and professional staff are supplied from Yellowknife and
surrounding communities.
From approximately late January to the beginning of April, the Tibbitt to Contwoyto Winter Road
connects to the Ingraham Trail at Tibbitt Lake, 70 km east of Yellowknife. The main operational use of
the ice road is the resupply of the Ekati, Diavik, Snap Lake and Gahcho Kué diamond mines. The Gahcho
Kué Diamond Mine Project uses a 120 km spur off the Tibbitt to Contwoyto Winter Road, which is also
used by KDI.
Transportation within the Project site is currently accomplished by foot traverse, vehicles (e.g., track
vehicles, pickup trucks) on local trails and winter roads as well as year-round helicopter support.

3

DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT SITE CONDITIONS AND ACTIVITIES

At present, the Project is in an exploration phase. Diamond drilling is being used to test new exploration
targets, delineate existing targets and acquire samples of kimberlite for caustic fusion analyses of microdiamonds while large diameter reverse circulation (RC) drilling is acquiring larger samples for macrodiamond analyses completed off-site at the Saskatchewan Research Council. Although KDI’s current land
use permit allows for trench works to bulk sample the kimberlites, there are currently no firm plans to
use trenching unless near-surface kimberlite deposits are discovered. Dry RC drilling is being used to
explore the bedrock—glacial drift interface and test for kimberlite indicator minerals.
There are camps at Bob Lake and Kelvin Lake from which the current drilling is being staged. The area
has several fuel caches in place to support the drilling and helicopter activity associated with normal
exploration programs. During the operation there has been progressive restoration of field sampling and
drilling sites.
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Aerial photos of the two camps are shown in Figure 3. The current camps each consist of plywood and
semi-portable canvas structures for sleeper tents, first-aid/refuge tent, kitchen, dry, core shack and
office. In addition, there are structures for the power generator, waterless toilets and general storage.
A dock, fuel cache, drilling equipment yard, and waste disposal area are also included at each camp site.
The total area in use is less than 2 ha per camp.
The current scope of activities covered under KDI’s land use permit (MV2013C0023) are:
●
●
●
●
●

mineral exploration, including diamond core drilling, large diameter reverse circulation drilling,
trenching, and use and storage of explosives;
use of equipment, vehicles, and machines;
construction and maintenance of winter access roads;
construction, operation, and maintenance of exploration camps; and
fuel storage.

Additionally, KDI’s water licence (MV2013L2-0005) allows for the use of water and deposit of waste for
industrial undertakings in mineral exploration and associated uses. The maximum amount of water that
may be used is 299 cubic metres per day (m3/d); water is currently used for operation of the drills and
for camp use. The only wastes deposited at the site are drill cuttings and grey water.
Proposed changes to Project activities are summarized in the following section.
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Figure 3:

4

Aerial photos of Bob Camp (upper picture) and Kelvin Camp (lower picture)

ACTIVITIES PROPOSED IN NEW APPLICATIONS (SEPTEMBER 2016)

As discussed in the Introduction, establishing and increasing the quantity and confidence level of mineral
resources to a level that supports a Feasibility Study requires additional advanced exploration. Each
kimberlite occurrence included in a Feasibility Study must be explored to determine size (tonnes); grade
(carats per tonne); and values ($/carat). Typically, a threshold quantity of diamonds for valuation
purposes is 2,000 to 3,000 carats for each kimberlite deposit. In order to more efficiently obtain diamond
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valuation parcels from the identified kimberlites, KDI requires an increased sample rate up to
5,000 tonne/yr, instead of the currently permitted 1,200 tonne/yr. In addition to drilling from surface,
the most common method used for obtaining larger bulk tonnage for sampling is via underground
sampling accessed by a decline (excavating an underground tunnel for machine access) combined with
on-site processing of samples in a portable bulk sample processing plant. Localized use of all-season
roads and airstrip, as well as a larger camp and laydown area, are necessary to support these advanced
exploration activities.
The advanced exploration phase is a normal step in the progression of mineral exploration. The Ekati,
Diavik, and Snap Lake projects all included underground bulk sampling programs and on-site or nearby
sample processing as part of their exploration phases of their development. All of these projects
conducted underground bulk samples under advanced exploration permits/licenses.
In this application, KDI is requesting the following new additions to its existing operations:
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

increase in extraction from 1,200 to 5,000 tonne/yr bulk sample;
construction and operation of underground decline(s) to access the Kelvin and Faraday kimberlite
deposits for bulk sampling;
construction of a multi-purpose laydown and camp area (approximately 5 ha);
construction and operation of an all-season airstrip (approximately 1,650 metres [m] by 45 m) to
accommodate larger aircraft for workers and resupply;
construction of limited all-season road network linking the winter road to the laydown, airstrip,
declines, dock, other infrastructure that may be constructed and drilling locations at the Faraday
and Kelvin deposits;
construction and operation of a new 140-person mobile camp on the laydown area and
consolidation of existing Kelvin Camp modules with this new camp;
quarrying and/or the use of cut and fill to obtain material for roads, laydown area and airstrip as
necessary;
use of explosives (including mixing and storage) for quarrying, cut/fill earthworks and construction
of the decline;
installation and operation of a portable Bulk Sample Processing Plant (< 100 tonnes/d); and
increase to the size and quantity of various types of equipment (e.g., trucks, loaders, underground
equipment) as well as the amount of fuel storage allowed on site in order to accommodate the
proposed activities (see Appendix B for lists of equipment and fuel).

Note that the activities covered by the existing land use permit and water licence (LUP/WL) would
continue (e.g., KDI will continue to delineate new and existing kimberlite targets using drilling). As noted
in Section 1, KDI will be applying for a new LUP and an amendment to its existing WL. It is expected that
the scope of the new LUP and existing WL would encompass the existing LUP/WL; therefore, if a new
LUP is granted by the MVLWB, the existing LUP would be closed. The total amount of water required for
the Project including the proposed advanced exploration activities will not exceed the maximum
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currently authorized by KDI’s Type B Water Licence MV2013L2-0005 (see Table 1 for maximum water
usage estimates). A full comparison of Project activities between the existing LUP/WP and the AEP
request can be found in Appendix D.
In the sections below, we provide additional details of various aspects of the proposed Advanced
Exploration including infrastructure, site and decline development, drilling programs, and monitoring.

5

ADVANCED EXPLORATION INFRASTRUCTURE

In order to support the AEP, the following infrastructure will be required to augment the existing
exploration site close to the Kelvin and Faraday kimberlites:
●
●
●
●
●

Earthworks to create a quarry as well as additional laydown areas/pads, all-season roads on the
site, and an all-season airstrip;
New Kelvin Camp construction and operation;
Portable Bulk Sample Processing Plant;
Explosives Storage Facility; and
Fuel Storage Facility.

These facilities, which are described in further detail below, will be developed according to the site plan
attached in Appendix A.

5.1

Site Development Earthworks

Site development earthworks are land-based activities required to ready the Kelvin and Faraday sites for
the Advanced Exploration Program (AEP). The proposed advanced exploration site development
includes:
●
●

●

●
●

limited all-season site roads to access infrastructure, key bulk sampling areas, and drill sites;
additional laydown areas or pads to accommodate the exploration camp expansion, additional fuel
storage, equipment and supplies, a maintenance shop, an aggregate crushing area, and stockpile
locations, a bulk sample processing plant, and an underground decline area surface laydown;
all-season airstrip capable of landing a Hercules C130 freighter, Boeing 737 and/or other similar
sized aircraft for larger resupply programs and movement of workers to and from site to
accommodate year-round operations;
explosives storage areas; and
borrow source for development materials for the above (quarry).

The roads, pads, and airstrip will be constructed using aggregate materials sourced from the quarry or
from local cut and fill.
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5.1.1

Quarry & Quarry Sump

Quarrying and the use of explosives are required to obtain suitable aggregate fill material for the
infrastructure described above. Two possible quarry locations (primary and secondary) have been
identified at the site and are labelled as 6a and 6b, respectively, on the map in Appendix A. The Project
plans to develop only one quarry but has identified another quarry location in case unexpected
conditions are encountered in the primary quarry that make it difficult to extract a sufficient amount of
suitable materials for site development.
Both quarry sites are a minimum of 100 m from any waterbody, contain minimal overburden, located in
granitoid rocks with negligible potential for acid rock drainage, and are located to avoid faults that could
act as pathways for fluid migration. The current estimate of the amount of material that will be required
for constructing site infrastructure is approximately 400,000 m3. The reader should refer to the Quarry
Management Plan (QMP) for additional information.
Initial quarrying will consist of overburden removal and preliminary sump development for water
management purposes. Material not suitable 1 for construction will be stockpiled near the quarry for
future use and reclamation purposes. Quarry excavations will be carried out using ~5 m benches and is
expected to reach depths of approximately ~25 m to obtain an adequate quantity of materials. Initial
access to the quarry site will be via a winter snow road followed by an all-season access road once drilling
and blasting commences and fill material becomes available.
Any water that may flow into the quarry will be contained internally using a sump. Quarry development
will begin during the winter months and the development of a sump will be prioritized so that it can
contain the snow melt and freshet run-off that typically happens in May-June. Should the portable bulk
sample processing plant be commissioned, this sump will be enlarged (~25,000 m3) and act as a
processed kimberlite storage and reclaim water impoundment. The water that accumulates in the sump
during freshet will be used as the initial processing plant process water feed, after which the plant water
system will operate in a closed loop. For additional information, the reader should refer to the Rock
Management Plan (RMP) and the Waste Management Plan (WMP). Sump water in also planned for dust
suppression activities (see QMP).
Note that samples of rock from the area of the proposed quarries were sent for geochemical analysis to
evaluate the acid generation potential and metal leaching characteristics to ensure that the rock is
suitable for use at the Project site. The results of this analysis show that the rock in the proposed quarry
location have negligible potential for metal leaching or acid rock drainage (ML/ARD); based on this
analysis, rock from the either the primary or secondary quarry site is considered suitable for construction
and requires no special management procedures for prevention of ML/ARD. The details of the analyses

1

Potential reasons for material not being suitable for construction include size of aggregate or clay/organic content for example.
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can be found in the RMP Version 1.1. Provisions are included in the RMP for handling and storage of ARD
material in the unlikely event it is found in the quarry.

5.1.2

Airstrip

The proposed all-season airstrip will be located north west of Kelvin Lake (see Site plan in Appendix A).
The south end of the airstrip and apron will be located adjacent to the primary laydown pad where the
campsite and other new facilities are located. The location was selected to minimize fill requirements,
facilitate passenger movement on foot to/from the camp, and for short distances for freight movement.
The airstrip will operate as a private aerodrome and be built to the appropriate Transport Canada
standards. The following are the key criteria considered in design of the Kennady airstrip:
●
●
●

designed to accommodate Boeing 737-200 aircraft;
gravel surfaced;
general dimensions and facilities provided:





●

runway length: 1,650 m;
runway width: 45 m;
airstrip edge and end lighting will be installed along the surface of the graded strip and at the
end of the usable runway length; and
apron capable of parking a 737-200 aircraft and smaller aircraft and potential for a deicing
facility if required.

apron lighting.

The airstrip will be constructed in stages to ensure that a minimum of 275 m of usable runway is available
for use by Twin Otter-sized aircraft prior to losing the operability of the ice-strip on Kelvin Lake in spring.
Aggregate materials used to construct the airstrip will come predominantly from the quarry, however, it
may be feasible/useful to also use localized cut and fill materials. Aggregate from any cut and fill will be
subjected to the same geochemical analysis for acid-generating and metal leaching potential prior to
use; these procedures will be detailed in the RMP.

5.1.3

Pads and Laydown Areas

A primary laydown area will be created to accommodate the new exploration camp, maintenance shop,
bulk sample processing plant, fuel storage, and aggregate crusher. The primary laydown area will also
provide space for material laydown and equipment parking. Consolidating all these into a single primary
laydown reduces the footprint and infrastructure requirements. Other additional laydown areas will be
created for explosives storage areas and decline development staging and exploration drilling support.
See the Site Plan in Appendix A for the preliminary proposed locations of the laydown areas.
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Aggregate materials used to construct the pads/laydown areas will come predominantly from the
quarry, however, it may be necessary and/or useful to also use localized cut and fill materials. Aggregate
from local cut and fill will be subjected to geochemical analysis for acid-generating and metal leaching
potential prior to use; these procedures will be detailed in the RMP.

5.1.4

Access Roads

The following all-season roads will be created on site:
●
●
●
●

Ice Road Access Road – connecting the end of the Kennady North Winter Spur Road to the primary
camp/laydown area.
Quarry Access Road – connecting the main access road to the quarry.
Decline Access Roads - connecting primary laydown pad to drill pad locations and potential decline
portal areas.
Drill Pad access spurs - these spurs are generally between ~100 to ~800 m in length with a ~20 m x
~20 m pad at the end where a drill may be placed. KDI envisions no more than 1,500 m of spur
roads will be passable at any given time. Prior to any additional spur roads being installed old spur
roads will be reclaimed progressively.

In general, roads will be ~4 m wide with turnouts to support two way light vehicle (pickup truck) traffic.
Certain sections of roads will be wider to suit safe hauling of material between the quarry and the
airstrip.
All Explosives Storage facilities will be accessed from these roads. See the Site Plan in Appendix A for the
proposed locations of the pads. All roads will be constructed of quarried materials.
Thermistor data from boreholes in the area of the proposed quarry indicate that excavations remain
within permafrost; therefore, no groundwater is expected to be encountered. Any groundwater that is
encountered would be stored in the sump already planned within the quarry.

5.2

Camps

Currently, the Project operates two exploration camps: Bob Camp and Kelvin Camp. As shown in Figure 1,
Bob Camp is located in the southwest portion of the Kennady North property; the AEP does not require
any changes to the Bob Camp area or operation. The descriptions provided in this section are all in
relation to the new Kelvin Camp.

5.2.1

Camp Expansion

Currently, the Kennady North Project is authorized, through its land use permit and water licence, to
have up to 150 people between the Bob and Kelvin camps. The Bob Camp has room for approximately
50 people and the current Kelvin Camp has room for up to 75 people. The Advanced Exploration Program
will require an increased camp capacity at Kelvin Camp. This new camp structure will have sleeping
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quarters (approx. 140 beds), bathrooms, offices, a kitchen and a dining area and will be connected with
corridors (see Appendix C).
The new soft-walled camp will be erected on the primary laydown pad. The expanded camp will utilize
some of the existing Kelvin camp structures although these will be relocated to the new camp area.
For the purposes of the Advanced Exploration applications, KDI anticipates that the total number of
people on-site could be up to 250, which includes up to 140 people at the new Kelvin Camp, up to 75 at
old Kelvin, and up to 35 at Bob Camp. As part of progressive reclamation, once construction of new Kelvin
is complete, old Kelvin Camp may be recommissioned and consolidated with the new Kelvin Camp.

5.2.2

Camp Water Use

Water will continue to be supplied from Kelvin Lake for the Kelvin Camp. The existing piping and intake
will be re-used and extended to supply the new Kelvin Camp. Drinking water treatment will continue to
include point of use filtration systems which includes water storage, carbon filtration and UV treatment.
Regular water testing will continue to confirm potability of water.
Last year 2, the average daily water use for the Kelvin Camp was 2.0 cubic metres per day (m3/d); the
maximum monthly water use rate at the Kelvin Camp was 2.8 m3/d in August of 2015 when there was
about 80 people on site. Based on that information, water use for the new Kelvin Camp at maximum
capacity (i.e., 215 people), would be approximately 10 m3/d. The use of flush toilets at the new
140-person Kelvin Camp (i.e., instead of the waterless toilets currently used at Kelvin Camp) will,
however, increase water use from the predictions above. In order to ensure that the maximum water
use limits are not exceeded, KDI has provided a very conservative estimate of camp water usage in
Table 1. For the new Kelvin Camp, water usage has been estimated at 200 L/d/person for 215 people for
365 days; KDI does not expect to have this many people at the Kelvin Camp at one time so the estimate
of 43 m3/d of water usages is considered an overestimate. For the Bob Camp, water usage has been
estimated at 35 L/d/person which is consistent with the measured rates for the Kelvin Camp last year;
the Bob Camp operates for a maximum of 10 months or 300 days per year and this is reflected in the
estimated provided in Table 1.

2

See KDI’s 2015 Annual Water Licence Report for MV2013L2-0005 on the MVLWB public registry.
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Table 1:

Maximum Estimated Water Use by Purpose for the AEP
Maximum
Estimated
Annual
Consumption
(Litres)

Maximum
Estimated
Annual
Consumption
(m/3)

Camp Usage (New
Kelvin Camp)

15,695,000

15,695

Camp Usage (Bob
Camp)

367,500

367

Drilling
(Exploration and
Underground)

87,600,000

87,600

Bulk Sample
Processing Plant

3,650,000

3,650

300,000

300

0.8

107,610

295

Requirements

Equipment
Washing
TOTAL

5.2.3

107,610,000

Maximum
Estimated
Daily
Consumption
(m/3)

Source

Notes / Basis

Kelvin Lake 3

215 people, 365 days
consuming 200 liters
/person

Long Lake

35 people, 300 days,
consuming 35 liters/person

240

Faraday
Lake 5 &
Kelvin Lake

6 drills consuming an
average of 40 m3/d

10

Kelvin Lake

Makeup water allowance
only - primary source will be
recirculated water and runoff
water captured in the quarry
sump

Kelvin Lake

Monthly washing at 5 m3 x 5
pieces of gear

43

1.2 4

Management of Camp Waste

Currently, greywater produced in the camp is collected, filtered for solids, treated with lime, and
disposed of in a sump away from the camp and waterbodies. Sump locations are periodically backfilled.
Human waste is currently collected using a waterless toilet system and incinerated using a dual chamber
incinerator.
For Advanced Exploration, a sewage treatment plant will be installed near the new Kelvin Camp and will
treat all sewage and greywater generated at the Kelvin Camp. At this time, KDI has a rotating biological
contactor (RBC) type sewage treatment plant that is part of the 140-man camp to be installed as the new
Kelvin Camp; however, KDI is considering other options such as a membrane bioreactor (MBR) type
sewage treatment plant as well. KDI will be making a final decision on the type of sewage treatment
plant it installs based on considerations of reliability, capacity and ability to produce the quality of
Kelvin Lake volume is 3,817,807.67 m3.
Water usage for Bob Camp is lower than Kelvin because the later has flush toilets and ablution facilities. Bob camps water usage is based
on historical measured volumes. Kelvin water usage is an estimated based on a typical full-service camp in the north.
5 Faraday lake volume is 2,456,353 m3.
3
4
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effluent required for discharge to land. Treated sewage effluent will be discharged to tundra near the
plant and at a location approved by the Inspector.
Further details of camp waste management will be provided in an updated WMP.

5.2.4

Primary Power Supply and Distribution

Power will be supplied by diesel generators. Approximately 1.0 megawatts (MW; in a prime plus two
arrangement) of generating capacity will be required to operate the camp and portable bulk sample
processing plant, shop and decline operation. The majority of these generators will be installed near the
Kelvin Camp, with a number of remote generators as required. Generators will be sized for efficiency
and adequate redundancy.

5.2.5

First Aid Facility

The camp will house a first aid facility. One of the hard wall tents from the existing camp may be
relocated to the new camp location and used as dedicated first aid facility.

5.3

Portable Bulk Sample Processing Plant

The portable bulk sample processing plant will be installed near the new Kelvin Camp. The facility will be
installed in a tent-type structure. Housed within the structure will be feed preparation, crushing, dense
media separation, and recovery equipment. The perimeter of the building will include office, lunchroom,
laboratory, and utility rooms.
The processing facility will require water for processing after commissioning, which will be sourced from
the quarry sump 6. The processing plant will recycle most of the water internally and also source make
up water from the quarry sump. Additional make-up water from Kelvin Lake will be required to
supplement the recirculating water. Make-up water amounts are estimated and can be found in Table 1.
Processed kimberlite from the Plant will be placed in the same quarry sump.

5.4

Explosives Storage Facility

The explosive storage facility is comprised of three dedicated areas; ammonium nitrate (AN) storage
pad, mixing and bagging facility, and magazine storage area. These combined areas are required to
service the quarry development and the decline operation. They will be placed on site respecting the
required Quantity-Distance requirement set out by Natural Resources Canada for explosives.
The explosive storage areas will be located along the Ice Road Access and Exploration Drill and Decline
Access roads and will have controlled access to prevent unauthorized traffic from entering these areas.
AN will be shipped up and stored in double - lined totes (“megabags”).

6 As described in Section 5.1.1, an ~ 25,000 m3 capacity sump will be created within the quarry during initial development to collect snow
melt and freshet water run-off that can be used to commission the processing plant.
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An AN loading facility will be setup near to the AN storage pad and will consist of two (2) small
(<200 square metres[m2]) structures to house the AN bag breaking and auguring equipment and the
ammonium nitrate fuel oil (ANFO) mobile mixing unit and an ANFO bagging facility to supply the
underground decline development explosives. The AN storage pad will have space for storage capacity
for 400 tonnes of AN stored in lined 1.5 tonne totes . During the short construction period (12 month),
KDI expects to store approximately 300 totes of AN, while approx. 30-60 totes would be stored during
decline operation. The low AN volumes and short storage window provides a much lower storage risk
profile than at a mine site.
It should be noted that site development activities are short term in nature. KDI do not need to store
these quantities of AN on-site beyond what is required to support the planned site development
activities. After these site development activities are completed the need to bulk AN storage will be
greatly diminished to support the decline development activities and spur/pad road building only.
Pads will be constructed to provide for level storage and handling areas. Four explosives magazines will
be mobilized to site on the 2017 winter road and will be placed on the Explosives Storage Pad, near the
AN storage pad. The magazines will be dedicated to storing blasting related products such as boosters,
delays, detonating cord and detonators, as well as a limited quantity of packaged explosives for specialty
blasting purposes once the loading facility has been commissioned. The detonators and delays will be
stored in a separate magazine as required by regulations.
Further details of explosives storage and management is provided in the Explosives Management Plan.

5.5

Fuel Storage Facility

The AEP will require approximately 2.0 million litres (L) of fuel storage capacity. ~Twenty ~80,000 L to
100,000 L fuel storage tanks will be installed in a lined area located near the proposed processing facility,
camp and primary generator. These tanks were selected for their ability to be quickly deployed and filled
within a single winter road season and also meet bunded area requirements7. The lined area would be
capable of holding 110% of the largest tank’s capacity. See Appendix B for a detailed list of fuel volumes
and uses.

7

Environment Canada’s Petroleum and Allied Petroleum Products Storage Tanks Regulations.
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6

UNDERGROUND DECLINE DEVELOPMENT

Kimberlite materials for the bulk sample processing plant will be sourced primarily from underground.
Declines will be developed to access the Kimberlite from underground. Decline development involves
drilling and blasting using specialized underground mining equipment and will be performed by
experienced contractors.
Final decline locations and design will be established utilizing the late exploration drilling information as
it becomes available. In general, declines will be roughly 4 m by 4 m with a ~15% decline angle and
depths will remain in permafrost conditions.
At the entrance area to a decline, a laydown pad will be installed to accommodate extracted rock
rehandling area, ventilation equipment, vehicle turnaround areas, decline power generators and fuel
storage tank/s for underground equipment and ablution facilities for the underground personnel.
At this time only Faraday decline in planned. However on future it is conceivable that during the
approved licenced time period a second decline target may be identified at which time KDI would request
approvals to access.

6.1

Faraday Decline

The initial decline target is to access the Faraday area kimberlite deposits. Based on thermistor data from
boreholes in the area, it is expected that this decline will be constructed all within permafrost. In order
to substantiate this assumption, KDI is preparing an assessment of potential groundwater quality and
quantity that could be encountered during development of the decline; this assessment should be
available in Fall 2016. If groundwater is encountered it will be pumped to surface and transferred to the
quarry sump.
In addition the decline will be installed in ground that is not under heavy hydraulic pressure from any
shallow lake above. Figure 4 provides a preliminary cross section showing the decline relative to the lake.
This will further mitigate the potential for groundwater infiltration into the decline.
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Figure 4:

Cross Section of Decline Relative to Lake

The above operating criteria (decline development in permafrost and away from heavy hydraulic
pressure) will prevent water inflows into the decline altogether.
Mitigations for any groundwater that may enter the decline include the following:
●
●
●

Store water in sumps underground. Pending approval from the Inspector, this water may be used
for dust suppression onsite or discharged to the tundra if necessary.
If storage capacity is less than inflows it can be trucked to the quarry sump for storage.
If inflows are beyond the capacity of site’s ability to truck it to the quarry, the following options are
available:



determine the source of the inflows and grout these areas to mitigate further inflows; and
install a pumping system to convey water from the decline to the quarry sump.

Geochemical tests 8 on rock from the area of the proposed decline were performed in August 2016 and
the initial results indicate that a high proportion of the rock in that area may be potentially acid
generating (PAG). Details on how country rock extracted from decline development activities will be
managed can be found in the RMP. Overall, rock from the area of the decline is likely not suitable for
general use in the construction of site infrastructure; there may, however, be specific construction uses
8

A report of the study results can be found in Appendix B of the Rock Management Plan.
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that would inherently prevent ML/ARD (e.g., encapsulation, saturated conditions) that could be
considered if necessary. Further testing may be necessary to more definitively establish the potential for
ML/ARD. As well, the lag time to development of acidic conditions is currently unknown and kinetic
testing will be required to understand the delay in development of acidic conditions and to quantify
metal leaching potential.
Any PAG material that is extracted from the decline will be segregated and stored on-site until the end
of the advanced exploration activities. As described in the KDI’s Closure and Reclamation Plan, a number
of options are available for reclaiming PAG rock, these include:
●
●
●

encapsulating PAG either in deeper fills sites on surface or in the quarry perimeter and then
covering it with sufficient NAG rock to mitigate the potential for contact with runoff water;
backhauling it in the decline prior to closure; or
placing it in the quarry and allowing it to be filled naturally with water.

The size of the planned quarry development (~400,000 m3) allows for storage of anticipated country rock
from the declines (20,000 to 40,000 m3 per decline), if necessary.

7

SURFACE EXPLORATION DRILLING

Surface drilling will continue as currently permitted. The surface drilling pads may be accessed from small
roads (either aggregate or snow roads) from planned all-season roads to potentially lower costs and
reduce reliance on helicopters. Generally aggregate roads will be no longer that 1 km from the proposed
roads shown in Appendix A, and will be subject to lands inspector approval.
The quantity of fresh water used for drilling in 2015 was 14,934 m3, which gives an average use rate of
46.4 m3/d. The maximum water usage, in September 2015, was 2,438 m3/month or 81.3 m3/d. At this
time, KDI estimates that water usage rates for surface exploration drilling during the Advanced
Exploration phase are expected to be similar to 2015 (see Table 1).

8

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

The current permits for Kennady North do not include conditions related to monitoring; however, some
site monitoring may be required for the AEP. KDI expects to do the following monitoring as part of its
operations:
●

Quality and quantity of sewage treatment plant effluent: Once a sewage treatment plant is
installed and commissioned at the new Kelvin Camp, samples will be taken once per month during
periods of discharge and analyzed for pH, fecal coliforms, total suspended sediments and
oil/grease. The purpose of this monitoring is to ensure that the sewage treatment plant is working
as per specifications. The discharge will be directed to land at a location 100 m from any waterbody,
at a place approved by the GNWT Inspector.
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●

Quality of water in the quarry sump:




●

●
●

Prior to commissioning the portable bulk sample processing plant, water may be periodically
discharged if necessary. Prior to discharge, the water will be tested for total suspended solids
and total petroleum hydrocarbons. If hydrocarbons are present the water will be treated with
an oil-water separator prior to discharge.
Once the portable bulk sample processing plant is in operation, KDI will direct processed
kimberlite and the associated process water to the quarry sump. Samples of process water
from the quarry will be sampled every six months for total suspended sediments, total
dissolved solids, pH, major ions, ammonia, nitrate, nitrite and metals. KDI does not expect to
have to discharge process water during operations; instead the process water will be recycled
in a closed loop for operation of the portable bulk sample process plant. As noted in the Closure
and Reclamation Plan, KDI plans to leave the processed kimberlite and process water in the
quarry sump at closure and allow the quarry to fill naturally with water. The purpose of
monitoring the process water in the quarry during operations is to ensure KDI has a solid
understanding of what the quality9 of that water will be at closure, including the settling
properties of the processed kimberlite. This information will be used to finalize the closure plan
for the quarry.

Quality of any groundwater encountered in the decline. The decline location has been designed to
be wholly within permafrost so KDI does not expect to encounter any groundwater entering in the
decline. Nonetheless, and as discussed in Section 6.1, contingencies for the storage of groundwater
have been defined in case it should be necessary. If groundwater is encountered in the decline, KDI
will take a sample and analyze it for total suspended sediments, total dissolved solids, pH, major
ions, ammonia, nitrate, nitrite and metals.
Precipitation/temperature monitoring. KDI will continue to operate a weather station on-site to
collect data on precipitation and temperature over time.
Wildlife monitoring. As described in the Wildlife Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (WMMP), KDI
proposes to initiate the following types of monitoring during the Advanced Exploration Program:
winter road public use monitoring, wildlife sightings monitoring, site surveillance monitoring,
wildlife incident reporting and caribou surveillance monitoring. The detailed plan for wildlife
monitoring can be found in the WMMP.

Although KDI is not yet in a position to determine the economic feasibility of a mine at the Kennady
North Property, it is aware that an environmental assessment (EA) would be necessary and that it would
require KDI to have collected sufficient baseline data from the site. In fact, substantial amount of baseline
data for the area surrounding the Kennady North site was collected as part of the EA and permitting of
9 Note that KDI

had process water samples from kimberlite processed at the Saskatchewan Research Council tested for major ion, nutrients
and metal concentrations in August 2016. The results of that testing are presented in the Application for Amendment for MV2013L2-0005
(Sept 2016) and are available upon request.
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the Gahcho Kué Mine. This includes water quality and aquatic life data for some nearby lakes/streams,
data on vegetation, wildlife, geochemistry, and other disciplines. KDI has performed an assessment of
the baseline information gaps that it would have to fill in order to collect enough data for an EA in future.
A draft plan for collecting baseline data has been developed and is attached as an appendix to the
Screening Level Environmental Impact Assessment for the Advanced Exploration Program that will be
submitted with the applications to the MVLWB in September 2016. KDI will seek input from interested
parties prior to finalizing and implementing the plan.

9

SCREENING OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

To ensure that any potential environmental effects of the advanced exploration activities are minimized,
KDI has prepared a screening level assessment to first assess and then propose mitigations for the Project
(see Screening Level Environmental Impact Assessment for the Advanced Exploration Program). The
assessment has been used to inform the management and monitoring plans KDI has prepared in support
of its MVLWB applications.
The objective of the screening was to provide a preliminary summary of potential impacts from the
Project to the surrounding environment. The screening was completed using the following steps:
●
●
●

●

Identification of valued components of the environment, representing features which provide
economic, cultural or ecological value.
Identification of pathways in which the Project may impact the valued components.
Description of the proposed mitigation. Mitigation refers to the actions used to eliminate or reduce
environmental impacts from a pathway, and may include policies, procedures, monitoring,
inspections and Project design elements.
Description of the resulting residual impacts. The residual impacts that remain after mitigation has
been applied.

The screening-level environmental impact assessment is qualitative in nature and relies on professional
judgement and experience from other exploration sites in the NWT, including Gahcho Kué. The valued
components included in the screening included:
●
●
●
●
●
●

wildlife (including barren-ground caribou, other mammals, birds and species of concern);
fish;
aquatic ecosystem;
traditional land use;
socio-economic well-being; and
human health.

KDI has proposed to manage residual risks through a range of environmental management plans,
including the WMP, QMP Plan, WMMP, Spill Contingency Plan, RMP and the Engagement Plan. Many of
the possible impacts identified will be managed under existing legislation or guidelines, such as the
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Canadian Drinking Water Quality Guidelines, the DFO guidelines and the NWT Archaeology Act. Further,
it is anticipated that the land use permit and water licence will impose project-specific restrictions on
the Project to further limit impacts to the receiving environment of the Project. Environmental
monitoring by KDI will confirm the efficacy of the mitigation, and regular inspections by GNWT Lands
Inspectors will confirm that impacts are adequately managed.
Considering the mitigation and monitoring proposed, the suite of environmental management plans
developed, the small scale of the Project, and KDI's demonstrated history as a responsible developer and
willingness to further improve the Project, no significant adverse environmental impacts are anticipated
from the Project.

10

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE (PRELIMINARY)

The schedule for the AEP described herein is highly dependent on a number of factors including:
●
●
●

Progressive increase of the Faraday kimberlite deposit size as confirmed by surface exploration
activities.
Capital funding availability for development of site infrastructure.
Timing of funding to support mobilization on a given winter road.
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The schedule below is preliminary in nature, demonstrates KDI’s current plans, and may change as
required:
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11

DOCUMENTS THAT WILL BE SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF THE 2016
APPLICATIONS

Many of the plans submitted as part of the existing water licence and land use permit have been
enhanced for these Advanced Exploration amendments to reflect changes through time and the
inclusion of the new proposed activities. In addition, some new plans or other documents will be
prepared. In the table below, we have listed the documents we currently plan on submitting with the
amendment applications and indicate those documents that are in preparation or require a revision of
a previous version.
Document
Cover Letter
Project Description (this document)
Screening of Environmental Impacts
Water Licence Amendment Application
Engagement Plan
Land Use Permit Amendment Application
Spill Contingency Plan
Closure and Reclamation Plan
Wildlife Mitigation and Monitoring Plan
Waste Management Plan
Rock Management Plan
Quarry Management Plan
Explosives Management Plan
List of KDI Mineral Tenure
Project Stream Crossings

Title
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds- Amendment
Application Cover Letter - September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Advanced Exploration
Project Description - September 2016 v2
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Adv Exp Screening of
Environmental Impacts - September 2016
MV2016L2-0005 - Kennady Diamonds - Water Licence Application Form September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2013C0023 - Kennady Diamonds - Engagement Plan
V3.0 - May 2016
MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Advanced Exploration Project - New
LUP Application - September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Spill Contingency
Plan V3.0 - September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds Exploration ProjectClosure & Reclamation Plan V3.0 - September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Wildlife Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan v2.0 - September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Waste Management
Plan V3.0 - August 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Rock Management
Plan v1.0 - September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Quarry Management
Plan v1.0 - September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Explosives
Management Plan v1.0 - September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Mineral Tenure September 2016
MV2013L2-0005 MV2016C00XX - Kennady Diamonds - Project Stream
Crossings - September 2016
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Appendix A

Proposed Advanced Exploration Schematic/Site Map of Kelvin
and Faraday Kimberlite Areas
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Appendix B

Proposed Equipment and Fuel List for Advanced Exploration
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Table B1: Proposed Equipment List for Land Use Permit
Type & Number

Size

Proposed Use

Equipment authorized under the current land use permit (Exploration and Support Equipment)
5 x Boyles 25A/37/56 or equivalent
diamond drill rigs

8,600 kg ea. (including rods
& casing)

Drill testing potential kimberlite targets and to
collect mini bulk sample of kimberlite material

1 - 2 x Bell 407 helicopter or equivalent

1,300 kg ea.

Drill & crew movements

1-2 x Hornet dry RC drilling rig

4,350 kg ea.

Drill testing glacial stratigraphy

2 x Inciner8 dual-chamber incinerator or
equivalent

1,000 kg ea.

Disposal of combustible waste

1-2 x Solids Removal Equipment with built
in generator (25kW)

3,000 kg ea.

Self-contained cuttings removal equipment.

15 x Skidoo or equivalent

200 kg ea.

Camp and drill support

2 x ATV

300 kg ea.

Camp support

2 x 15 kW diesel generator or equivalent

450 kg ea.

Electrical power supply

2 x 33 kW diesel generator or equivalent

800 kg ea.

Electrical power supply

5 x 5-10 kW gas generator or equivalent

100 kg ea.

Electrical power supply backup

5 x water pumps

25 kg ea.

Camp and diamond drill water

3 x loaders

6,800 kg ea.

Ice road construction and maintenance

4 x Snow cat or equivalent

6,400 kg

Used to move drills, materials and personnel
around the property as well used to build and
maintain ice roads and ice airstrips

10 x Pickup truck

4,000 kg ea.

To move people along proposed ice roads on
the property

2 x Plough truck or equivalent

17,700 kg ea.

Ice road construction and maintenance

3 x Water truck or equivalent

11,250 kg ea.

Ice road construction and maintenance

2 x Grader or equivalent

21,700 kg ea.

Ice road construction and maintenance

2 x Dozer or equivalent

8,500 kg ea.

Ice road construction and maintenance

2 x skid-steers or equivalent

900 kg ea.

Bulk sample loading and ice strip maintenance

15 x Transport tractor-trailer combinations

16,000 kg ea. empty

To transport freight to and from the property
along ice roads

1 x portable compressed air rock drill with
gasoline generator or equivalent

900 kg

Used to drill holes to set explosives for blasting
rock for bulk sample trench (possible future
activity)

1 x excavator

8,400 kg

To move material for trench bulk sample
(possible future activity)

2-3 x Larger diameter RC drilling rig or
equivalent

8,000 kg ea.

For recovery of large kimberlite bulk samples

2 x snow-making machinery

600 kg ea.

Ice road construction and maintenance

Additional surface equipment required for Advanced Exploration
2 50 tonne track excavator (CAT 345 or
equivalent)

45,000 kg

For site development (e.g., pads, roads, airstrip,
decline)

2 x 20 tonne track excavator
(CAT 320 or equivalent)

22,000 kg

For site development (e.g., pads, roads, airstrip,
decline, snow loading)
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Table B1: Proposed Equipment List for Land Use Permit
Type & Number

Size

Proposed Use

4 x 40 tonne articulated haul truck
(CAT740 or equivalent)

33,000 kg ea.

For site development (e.g., pads, roads, airstrip,
decline)

2 x tracked bulldozer (CAT D7 or
equivalent)

26,000 kg

For site development (e.g., pads, roads, airstrip,
decline, snow clearing)

1 x front-end wheel loader (CAT 966 or
equivalent)

17,000 kg

For site development (e.g., pads, roads, airstrip,
decline)

1 x motor
equivalent)

or

20,000 kg

For site development (e.g., pads, roads, airstrip,
decline)

1 x Vibratory compactor (CAT CS-56 or
equivalent)

12,500 kg

For site development (e.g., pads, roads, airstrip,
decline)

2 x rock
equivalent)

14,900 kg

For site development (e.g., pads, roads, airstrip,
decline)

40,000 kg

For site development (e.g., pads, roads, airstrip,
decline)

grader

drill

(CAT

(Sandvik

140m

DX800

or

1 x mobile aggregate crushing plant

Additional Support Equipment required for Advanced Exploration
1 x Incinerator (Ecowaste Solutions CA100 or equivalent)

6,500 kg

For Larger Capacity Camp

1 x Mechanics Service Truck (F550 or
equivalent)

3,500 kg

Servicing or Repairing Equipment

1 x Fuel & Lube Truck (Kenworth T800 or
equivalent)

8,400 kg

Fueling and Lubrication of Equipment

2 x Tool Carrier / Forklift (CAT 930 or
equivalent)

14,000 kg

Snow clearing, freight handling, bulk sample
bag handling, AN bag handling

2 x skid steer (CAT 252 or equivalent)

3,600 kg

Quarry stemming and small materials handling,
bulk sample bag handling

6 x 350 k BTU Heaters (Frost Fighters
IDF350 or equivalent)

200 kg each

Localized heat

6 x Light Plants (Ingersoll Rand L6 or
equivalent)

400 kg each

Localized lighting

4 x Light Trucks (Ford F350 or equivalent)

2,700 kg each

Additional transportation for supervision, crews
and site inspections, ambulance

1 X 15 to 30 passenger bus (Micro Bird G5
or equivalent)

5,000 kg

Crew Transportation

1 x Blasters Trucks (Ford F350 or
equivalent)

2,700 kg each

Truck dedicated to explosives handling per
regulations

1 x Roll off truck (Western Star 4900 or
equivalent)

8,000 kg

Multi-use truck with roll on and roll off
attachments (potable water tanks, waste water
tank, waste bin etc.)

1 x Crane
equivalent)

14,000 kg

Winter Road Offload, Erecting Bulk Sample
Plant, shops, camp and major equipment
repairs

1 x HDPE Pipe Fusing Machine (McElroy
Rolling 250 or equivalent)

260 kg

Water line fusing

3 - 6 x 700kW to 350 kW diesel fired
generators

30,000kg

Primary power supply for camp and laydown
pad infrastructure

(Tadano

GR550XL

or
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Table B1: Proposed Equipment List for Land Use Permit
Type & Number

Size

Proposed Use

Decline bulk sample equipment required for Advanced Exploration
2 x Underground LHD (Load, Haul Dump
- Atlas Copco ST1030 or equivalent)

26,300 kg

Scoop for mucking after basting

2 x Underground haul truck (Atlas Copco
MT20 or equivalent)

28,830 kg

Moving material into and out of the decline

1 x Underground jumbos (drills - Atlas
Copco Boomer 282 or equivalent)

18,300 kg

Ground support installation

1 x Underground Drill (Atlas Copco Simba
ME7 or equivalent)

17,000 kg

Drilling for blasts

1 x Scissor Deck (J&S SLX6100 or
equivalent)

15,400 kg

Working platform for installing ground support

2 x Underground Vehicle
Landcruiser or equivalent)

(Toyota

3,000 kg

Decline access crew vehicle, repair vehicle,
blasters vehicle

2 x Utility Vehicle (Kubota RTV X1140 or
equivalent)

1,075 kg

Decline Utility Vehicle

1 x Mine Ventilation System

800 kg

Decline ventilation

20,000kg

Decline power supply

2 x 350kw
generators

to

500kw

diesel

fired

With respect to fuel storage, note that, currently, fuel is stored in 205 litre steel containers (drums);
however, KDI has plans to switch to the use of tanks that are compliant with Environment Canada’s
Petroleum and Allied Petroleum Products Storage Tanks Regulations. For information of fuel transfer and
techniques, please see the Spill Contingency Plan.
Table B2: Proposed Fuel Storage List for Amended Land Use Permit
Fuel

Volume

Location

Storage Vessels

Diesel

250,000 L

Camp / Drill / Fuel Cache

Barrels

Gasoline

20,000 L

Camp / Drill / Fuel Cache

Barrels & Small
Containers

Jet B and/or A

102,500 L

Camp / Fuel Cache

Barrels

Propane

50 X 45 kg

Camp/Drill

Cylinders

Lubricants

2,000 L

Camp/Drill

Barrels & Small
Containers

Additional required for Advanced Exploration
Diesel

2,000,000 L

New Kelvin camp.

80,000 to 120,000
liter fuels tanks

Propane

25 X 45 kg

Bob Camp

Cylinders

Lubricants

21,000 L

Advanced exploration

1,000 liter lube
cubes, barrels and
small containers
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Appendix C

Layout of Primary Laydown Pad Area and New Kelvin Camp
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Appendix D

Comparison of Scope, Activities and Equipment/Fuel Between
Existing Permit/Licence and AEP
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Table D1: Comparison of Project Scope between Existing Permit/Licence and AEP Request
#

Currently Permitted in MV2013C0023
and/or MV2013L2-0005

AEP Request

Notes

Scope of Land Use Permit:
1

Mineral exploration, including diamond
drilling, large diameter drilling, trenching,
and use and storage of explosives;

Mineral exploration, including diamond drilling,
large diameter drilling, trenching, underground
decline, bulk-sample processing, as well as use
and storage of explosives;

Added underground
decline and bulksample processing

2

Use of equipment, vehicles, and machines;

Same

No change

3

Construction and maintenance of winter
access roads;

Construction and maintenance of winter
access roads, pioneer all-season airstrip, and
all-season roads linking winter road to project
infrastructure

Added
pioneering
airstrip
and
allseason roads linking
infrastructure.

4

Construction, operation and maintenance of
exploration camps;

Construction, operation and maintenance of
exploration camps, and laydown areas;

Added
areas.

5

Fuel storage

Same

No change

6

n/a

Quarry development and aggregate production

Added operation of a
quarry

Same

No change

laydown

Scope of Water Licence:
1

To use Water and dispose of Waste for
camp use and industrial undertakings in
mineral exploration and associated uses

Table D2: Comparison of Project Activities between Existing Permit/Licence and AEP Request
#

Currently Permitted in MV2013C0023
and/or MV2013L2-0005

AEP Request

Notes

Mineral Exploration Activities
1

Diamond drilling program consisting of up
to 250 holes per year

Same

No Change

2

Large diameter RC (Reverse Circulation)
drilling and/or Trenching to achieve up to
1,200 tonnes/year of bulk sample material

Large diameter RC (Reverse
Circulation) drilling, trenching, and/or
underground decline to achieve up to
5,000 tonnes/yr of bulk sample
material.

Increase for advanced
exploration, added
underground decline.

3

Use and storage of explosives

Same

No change

4

Geophysical surveys

Same

No change

5

Geochemical sampling

Same

No change

6

Waterless RC drilling to test glacial
stratigraphy

Same

No change

7

Water use of up to 299 metres cubed per
day for camp use and to supply
drills/cyclone separation unit

Water use of up to 299 metres cubed
per day for camp use, dust
suppression and to supply
drills/cyclone separation unit, portable
bulk sample processing plant.

No change in maximum
quantity of water; uses of
that quantity of water may
be expanded.
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Table D2: Comparison of Project Activities between Existing Permit/Licence and AEP Request
#

Currently Permitted in MV2013C0023
and/or MV2013L2-0005

AEP Request

Notes

Site Development Earthworks
8

Construction and maintenance of winter
road routes for logistical support, spurring
off Tibbett to Contwoyto Winter Road to
Kelvin/Faraday, Doyle Sill, MZ claims, and
Bob camp.

Construction and maintenance of
winter road routes for logistical
support, spurring off Tibbett to
Contwoyto Winter Road to
Kelvin/Faraday, Doyle Sill, MZ claims,
and Bob camp. All-season roads
linking Kennady North Winter Spur to
laydown, airstrip, declines, and some
drilling locations at the Faraday and
Kelvin deposits.

Added all-season roads
linking winter road with
project infrastructure. (see
Appendix A)

9

Laydown areas not applicable

Construction and maintenance of camp
and storage laydown areas for camp,
fuel storage, explosive storage, etc.

Added laydown areas (see
Appendix A)

10

Airstrip not applicable

Construction and maintenance of a
pioneer all-season airstrip to
accommodate larger aircraft for
workers and resupply (approx size
1650 m by 45 m).

Added airstrip.

11

Quarry not applicable

Construction of quarries to obtain fill
material for infrastructure construction
(approx 400,000 m3 material capacity).

Added quarry

12

Bulk sample process plant not applicable

Operation of portable bulk sample
process plant to process kimberlite for
grade determination purposes.

Added portable process
plant

13

Operation of existing Bob Lake camp up to
35

Same

No change

14

Expansion and operation of existing Kelvin
camp for 50-100 persons Kelvin Lake.

The existing Kelvin Camp will be used
for staff during the construction of the
new Kelvin Camp. Once the new camp
is open, tents/structures from the old
camp may be moved to the new
location camp pad.

No change

15

New Kelvin camp not applicable

Construction and operation of a new
mobile 140-person camp at the Kelvin
site laydown area.

Added advanced
exploration camp

16

Approximately 50 structures including sleep
tents, core shacks, kitchen, sea-cans,
workshops, etc.

Approximately 70 structures including
sleep tents, core shacks, kitchen, seacans, workshops, covered storage etc.

Estimate for number of
structures at three camps.

17

Waste management by off-site disposal,
and incineration of combustible waste

Once the new camp is constructed,
sewage and greywater will be treated
by an onsite sewage treatment plant.

Addition of sewage
treatment plant operation
for new Kelvin Camp.

Camp
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Table D2: Comparison of Project Activities between Existing Permit/Licence and AEP Request
#

Currently Permitted in MV2013C0023
and/or MV2013L2-0005

AEP Request

Notes

Fuel
18

250,000 L Diesel Fuel

2,000,000 L Diesel Fuel

Increase in fuel storage
volume needed.

19

20,000 L Gasoline

Same

No Change

20

500 X 205 L Aviation Fuel (102,500L)

Same

No change

21

50 X 45 kg Propane

50 X 45 kg Propane

No change

22

2,000 L of Lubricants, etc.

21,000 L of Lubricants, etc.

Increase in volume
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